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Abstract 

Scrammability tests on HTTR (High-Temperature Engineering 
Test Reactor) control rods under seismic conditions have 
been carried out and seismic conditions influences on 
scram time as well as functional integrity vere examined. 

A control rod drive located in a stand-pipe at the top of 
a reactor vessel, raises and lowers a pair of control rods 
by suspension cables. Each flexible control rod consists of 
10 neutron absorber sections held together by a metal spine 
passing through the center. It fails into a hole in graphite 
blocks due to gravity at scram. In the tests, a full scale 
control rod drive and a pair of control rods were employed 
with a column of graphite blocks in which holes for rods 
were formed. 

Blocks misalignment and contact with the hole surface dur
ing earthquakes were considered as major causes of distur
bance in scram time. Therefore, the following parameters 
were set up in the tests: excitation direction, combination 
of horizontal and vertical excitation, acceleration, frequen-
cy and block to block gaps. 

Main results obtained from tests are at follow, 
i) Every scram time obtained under the design conditions 
was within 6 seconds. On the contrary, the scram times 
were 5.2 seconds when there were no vibration. 
Therefore, it was concluded that the seismic effects on 
scram time were not significant. 

ii) Scram time became longer with increase in both 
acceleration and horizontal excitation frequency, and 
control rods fell very smoothly without any jerkiness. 
This suggests that collision between control rods and 
hole surface is the main disturbing factor of falling 
motion 

iii) Mechanical and functional integrity of control rod 
drive mechanism, control rods and graphite blocks was 
confirmed after 140 seismic scrammability tests. 

[1] INTRODUCTION 
In designing nuclear reactor core to withstand earth

quakes, it is very important to clarify the dynamic behavior 
of a control rod inserted into the core during earthquakes. 
Especially, accurate scram time estimation is very important 
for assuring reactor safety. 

The High Temperature Engineering Test Reactor (HTTR), a 
HTGR of Japan, is planned to achieve first criticality in rt 
199S. Attention should be paid, though the scram time limit 
is sufficiently larger than that of U*R, to the structural 
characteristics which may be common in block-type HTGRs: in 
the HTTR, a control rod is suspended by a cable and inserted 
into a hole composed of piled graphite blocks; interaction 
between control rod and blocks could have an effect on the 
scram time during earthquakes. 

Therefore, seismic reliability proving tests have been 
carried out as a part of testa to evaluate the reliability 
of control rod system of the HTTR. 

(2) TEST MODEL 
(1) CONTROL ROD DRIVE MECHANISM 

Figure 1 shows HTTR components. There are 16 (IS for radi
ation test operation ) control rod drives installed in stand-
pipes at the top of a reactor vessel. 
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Figure 2 shows control rod drive components. The control 
rod drive usually raises and lowers a pair of control rods 
using a motor. In the event of scram, which is triggered 
by separation between clutch gear teeth, gravity acts on the 
control rods to propel the control rods into the core. 
Scram speed is controlled by a dynamic brake, which gener
ates brake torque in sufficient proportion to control rod 
falling speed. 

Figure 3 shows control rod components. Each neutron 
absorber section is supported on support ring, which is con
nected with 10mm diameter spine. 

(2) TEST EQUIPMENT 
Figure 4 shows the test equipment. 
It contains one control rod drive, two control rods and 

one column of control rod insertion blocks at the center of 
a vibrating table. They are supported by stiff test tanks. 
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[3] PRIOR TO THE TEST 
Although the main cause of disturbances in scram time 

under seismic conditions was considered to be the interac
tion between a control rod and insertion blocks, vibration 
of the control cod drive mechanism and interaction between a 
control rod and a guide tube were also counted as potential 
caused of delay during earthquakes. Therefore, prior to the 

teat, examinations on these effects were made by rocking the 
model at natural frequencies of stand pipes and guide tubes 
without installing insertion blocks. 

Results showed no disturbance in scram time. Therefore, 
these effects can be ignored in the evaluation of the follow
ing teats. 

(«I TEST PARAMETERS 
Initial misalignment between control rod drive and core 

waa fixed at 40mm throughout the test which fully covers the 
value expected in the HTTR. 

Test parameters are as follows. 
(1) Input wave 

Sine waves, SI and S2 were selected in the test. 
Si and S2 in Japanese standard are equivalent to OIB and 

SSE in U.S.A. 
(2) Excitation frequency 

Near the core rocking frequency, from 2.2 Hz to 3.S Hz 
vibratio. frequencies were selected. 

(3) Horizontal excitation acceleration 
Maximum acceleration, which sufficiently exceeds the 

result of floor response analysis ( <..a. 220 gal ) , was W O 
gal at the vibration table surface in the test. 

H ) Vertical excitation acceleration 
When vertical excitation was added to horizontal, the 

acceleration value was selected to be half of the horizontal 
acceleration. 

(5) Excitation direction 
Corresponding to hexagon graphite block, both diagonal 

direction and subtend direction were selected in tne test. 

(6) Block movement restriction 

Block movement restriction differs from control rod drive 
location. Therefore, two typical control rod drive locations 
in the core, core center and core external surface, were 
selected. 



(7) aiock to block gap 
Block to block gap changes with thermal expansion, which 

depends on core temperature. 
Maximum and minimum gap conditions were selected in the 

test. At high temperature, the block to block gap is less 
than at low temperature, especially at the top of the col
umn. Four typical vibration modes can be realized by the 
combination for block to block gap and control rod drive 
location in the core, as shown in Figure 5. 

[5] TSST RESULT 
Control rod scram stroke curves under both seismic and no 

seismic conditions are shown in Figure 6. The curves were 
very smooth, and there are no notable differences between 
them, except for slight difference in inclination angle. 

This suggests that no jerkiness would appear during scram. 
Figure 7 shows typical scram time distribution under seis

mic conditions. Generally, compared with design specifica
tion or scram time under no seismic condition, the amount of 
disturbance in scram time is sufficiently small in every 
result. 

In order to determine changes on scram time, test data 
were arranged using disturbance in scram time, defined by 
difference from the time no vibration applied for 5.2 sec
onds. 

Figure 8 shows the relations between scram time and exci
tation acceleration with three different frequencies as 
parameters. An important characteristic, that disturbance 
in > 'ram time increases in proportion to excitation accelera
tion regardless of the applied direction, can be found in 
the figure. 

Another important characteristic is that disturbance in 
scram time increases in proportion to to excitation frequen
cy, as shown in Figures 9 and 10. Figure 9 also shows the 
vertical excitation effect on disturbance in scram time can 
be ignored. 
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f|| Other factors are as follow. 
Disturbance in scram time under minimum bloc.-; to block 

gap condition, where block movement is more restricted, was 
certainly smaller than that under maximum gap, as shown in 
Figure 10. 

Moreover, in regard to control rod drive location. Figure 
9 indicates that disturbance in scram time decreases when 
block displacement amplitude is limited. 

In several test cases, measurements were carried out 
three times without changing conditions. One of them is 
shown in Table 1. 

Differences in scram time were measured at less than 0.03 
second. Therefore, sufficient test data reproducibility was 
confirmed experimentally. 

Table 1. Reproducibility test results 
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[61 CONSIDERATION 
Test result may be explained by a simple model. Suppose a 

mass at the end of the cable falling between parallel elas
tic plates vibrating horizontally by sine waves. The motion 
of the mass in the vertical direction may be expressed by, 

HTJIP- -"•-«#•'" 

where 
M : Control rods mass per control rod drive 
I : Moment inertia for drum rotation 
R : Drum radius length 
n : Mechanical efficiency 
g : Gravity acceleration 
C : Constant value due to dynamic brake 
F f c: friction force against falling 
x : Scram stroke 

Solving the above equation gives, 

X-v c li- e"** (2) 

where V c is well grown falling velocity and t is time con
stant and given by 

T|Mg-Ffr 
V c= g (3) 

T - R 2 (4) 

We note that u and F f c are assumed to be constant in the 
derivation of equation (2). 

As observed in Fig6, experimental results closely agree 
with this equation. 

In the following, by employiig the notion of the average 
collision force between elastic plates and the mass in this 
model, we derive a relation which may explain qualitatively 
the effe:t of excitation acceleration and frequencies on the 
disturbance in scram time observed in the tests. 

The average collision force, F a v, car. be given by 
F a v - 4 M v h f (5) 

which is obtainable by averaging impulse 2Mv h per a colli
sion, where v h is horizontal velocity of the mass at a colli-



sion and f is the frequency of the collision. Using equation 
(5),the friction force in equation (l),F f c, may be expressed 
by 

Ffr-l* F«»- 4» l M vh f <6> 
where U is the coefficient of friction and assumed to be con
stant. By inspecting equations (3) and (6), it may be con
cluded that the scram time(DST), which may be approximately 
in proportion to the decrease in v c, is in proportion to the 
product of v h and f: 

DST oc v h f (7) 
By assuming that v n is in proportion to the excitation 

acceleration without depending on the frequency. It is con
cluded that DST is in proportion to both the excitation frequen
cy and acceleration. 

The above modeling suggests that because of a sufficient 
flexibility on control rod spine, transmission of bending 
moment between control rod elements is sufficiently limited, 
so that collisional phenomena of control rod elements mainly 
control the scram motion. An additional result, that no 
scratch marks were observed on the surface of both control 
rods and holes after the test, also supports the explanation. 

[7] SUMMARY 

(1) Seismic effects on scram time were not found to be sig
nificant. Therefore, HTTR scram system has sufficient tol
erance to withstand earthquakes. 

(2) Assuming that v h is in proportion to the excitation 
acceleration without depending on the frequency, the 
major factors necessary to control disturbance in scram 
time, can be explained by a simple collision model 
between control rod elements and control rod insertion 
hole. 

(3) The test model mechanical and functional integrity were 
observed after the test and no changes were found. Thus, 
system reliability was confirmed experimentally. 

Ill 
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Abstract 

This paper describee the current situation of requirements and .ayout of 
nuclear power planes against seisaic influences in the USSR. It reviews the 
application of calculational standards concerning different categories of MPP 
design. 

There i s a s i n g l e d i r e c t i o n in accounting the se ismic 

e f f e c t in the des ign of b u i l d i n g s , s t r u c t u r e s , cons truc t ions , 

equipment and p i p e l i n e s of d i f f e r e n t type reac tor plants in 

the USSR. 

The des ign of NPP should cons ider the se i smic e f f e c t 

i n t e n s i t y in b a l l s and earthquake recurrence i n t e r v a l . These 

c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s are obtained froa the maps of se ismic zoning 

of the USSR t e r r i t o r y for average grounds and are corrected 

cons ider ing the g e o l o g i c a l cond i t ions of the s i t * . An ear th

quake i n t e n s i t y i s es t imated to the twelve magnitude sca le -

MSK-64. 

The map of s e i s a i c zoning SZ-78 included into the B u l l -

ding Construct ion Standards and Rules now in force i s ba*ed 

on the s e i s a i c a l research r e s u l t s of 1957 y e a r . 

At present , great a t t e n t i o n i s paid to problems of NPP 

safety p a r t i c u l a r l y a f t e r events at Chernobyl NPP. 

The complex of measures for r a i s i n g r e l i a b i l i t y and safety 

of NPPs i s conducted. 


